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STUART SCARSBROOK

Production & Logistics Manager

Favourite Quote: Don’t leave ‘til tomorrow what you can do today
What do you do at Integration Technology?
As Production and Logistics Manager at ITL my job is to ensure the efficient and
timely delivery of customer orders whilst maintaining the highest quality
standards. I am also responsible for overseeing production scheduling, as well
the receipt and storage of incoming materials and the distribution of finished
products to our customers. I have recently been promoted into this role as I was
Logistics Manager prior to this. By moving into this new role I now provide an
integral link between Sales – Operations and Engineering.
What are your credentials for working in your position?
I have worked in the UV curing sector for over 20 years now, starting my journey
in 2001 whilst working as part of a production team manufacturing UV Lamps. I
then worked my way through to Warehouse Manager in the same company. My
career path took a diversion in from 2014-2017 as I worked as a Manufacturing
Manager within the food sector. This gave me a great insight into the different
rules/regulations involved there, but the UV sector proved too difficult to stay
away from and I joined ITL in 2017. Since then I found myself progressively
learning about the new technologies which ITL develops and managed to land a
promotion earlier this year.
What do you like about working at Integration Technology?

Obviously with working in UV for so long I already knew of ITLs standing as
market leading developers of UV Curing equipment. ITL is constantly looking to
innovate and plan for the future of the business. The way the company
approaches its challenges through collaboration and communication is
something that also helps its employees flourish and feel empowered/informed
to make key decisions. ITL also benefits from having a workforce with a
expansive range of talents and experiences which gives me a great feeling
knowing that there is always something to learn from the people around you.
What are the values that drive you?
I am a firm believer in leading by example and always giving 100% in everything
I do. Hard work is key to delivering results and I also judge myself on whether I
have made a positive contribution today. There is always a way to fix a problem
and with some perseverance and lateral thinking anything can be achieved.
What do you enjoy doing when you are not working?
Outside of work I enjoy lots of sporting activities, I play golf when I can and have
a club handicap of 11. I also try to maintain running 25km per week (not all in
one go), I also like to think I am a fairly handy darts player winning various local
titles, but my claim to fame there is I once beat a pro-darter (who has been
competing at ally pally for the 4 years) in a competition final. I am a married
father of 2 children aged 4 & 10 who keep me busy with their sporting interests
football, swimming etc. and in any time I have left I can be found following my
beloved LFC or walking the dog

